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Optical emissions in the nighttime
subauroral region dr-rring the March 1-4,
1982 magnetic storm
Cordon G. Sheplrcrd, Iuan

S. Kutieat

Yorh lJniuersi.ty, 4700 Keele St., North Yorh, Ontario, Canada MSJ lp3
+Geophgsical Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Introduction
Cole suggested in 1965 that stable auroral red (SAR) arc was a sink for ring
current enerp,y [], but pro€lress has been slorV in identifying the mechanism
for getting the ring current energy into the ionosphere. A major advance was
made recently [4] in directly observing fr rm the DYNA]IICS EXPLORER-2 sate-'
llite at 850 km the heated electron population responsible for the 6300 A emission: It was characterized as having a temperature of 990Q" K, and a bulk
velocity of 275 kmis. Authors of [5] confirmed that this population could excite the SAR arc obsgrved from the ground at the same time. In [a] was also
found that the heated population was not recorded by tlie DE-l satellite, at
6000 km-.altitude on the same field line, which suggests that the heating is
more local than expected for a ring current source. Finally, it was noted tLrat
photoelectrons produced in the sunlit conjugate hemispherervere blocked from
r.eaching the dark hemisphere in the region of the SAR arc. This suggests that
the two hemispheres were electrically disconnected in the SA.R arc.
he ideas deveioped in previous
satellite orovides detailed mea5577 L uira OaOO A. as well as
sion.
Balm
Both electrons and photons are
this
rvn to
does not oermit observation ,of
well
mal n
to define ihe auroral oval bound
used
coinii
to relate the suprathermal electron population to the BULGARIA-1300
data. The sofi precipitation region equatorwhrd of the oval can overlap into
the SAR arc region, thus malr:ing-it difficult to distinguish betw'een the auroral
(factually subauroral) energy source and the ring current source. This-is considered in detail using a number of examples.

Attention'is given to plasma
SAR arc phenomenon is compare
convection electric field into the

dary. one involving the ring current
ring cun'ent cnergy i$ really directly transferred into the SAR arc, whether the proccss is indireft, or'whether'lherc is
not even a causal relationship
For this s[iidy, the geomagnetic storm of March [-+, tgSZ rvas uscrl. A
prelimina_ry account of the chaiacteristics of this storrfr has been given in [9],
using BTJLGARIA-1300 data. Further coincidence$ with DE"2 during
other stolms rvere sought for'cornparison; for the onl! case found, the two
.satellites were in conjugate hemispheres.
serious.question_-as_to rvhether the

Observations
The D,1 level during the period of th: storm is shown in Fig. 1. The sudden

commencement occured at about 12.00
of -215 nT at 06.00 h on r\larch 2. In

of BULGARIA-l30O and DE-2 passe
numbers. ftelevant data from five BU
ring the storm.
The first is shown in Fig. 2 as or
three hours before Ds1 reached its ma

preted in terms,of spectral ratios. W
logy here. Starting at the poleward li
exists until 03:l l:45 UT a soft Drec
dominated by 6300 A emission cailed

l4:40, the
nant 5577
sions. The
5577

A

em

UT, bevond which there is a
of the oval, called the, "soft equatorwa

03:16:45
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Fig.2. Emission intensii,ies of 6300 A and 5577 A atong wiih 200.eV eleciron flux intensity measured on BULGARIA_1300 orbit 2920
I KeV EBOis marked b n ariow, as wEll as thb location of supratheimal (st) 6lectrons measured on DE o t3130. Invariant latitude (Ilat) is givi'n on i,il'it th.iieu;

by a falling 5577 A emission and a I
eouatorward the 6300 A emission dro
to form a double-peaked strqcture ex
while the 5577 A emission droos to
arc: it is the only featule described th
oval structure, and it has been the subi
late the optical emission to some othef
shown again on a more expanded sca
emission at 4861 A. The latter is m
the oval. For comparison, the energy
to 15 keV is shown and it reaches a v
peak oi the H-beta emission; this cu
the time difference between observing t
ing the optical emissions at the foo
spacecraft. The proton energy flux is a
gy flux which is not shown here, but
sr- 1 s- 1. Equatorward of the peak, th
the H-beta emission falls much more
60 R. While the source of H-beta emiss
not be detected'by the proton spectro
to be attri
ved by R
We conclu
perhaps ar
The b
flux drops to 0,1 of its value ir-r the
point where the 5577 A emission, as
to a low value. The 200 eV boundary,
invariant, a little inside the feature i
all of it. The number flux of 200 eV el
tously at the 6300 A boundpry of the
ding into the SAR arc. To incorporate
3l3l is used, which occurred at 0l:50
electron spectrograms from the LAPI
the aur6ral precipitation a band of
energy. The latitude range of this b
to most of the SAR arc. Also from the
temperature peak just at the polewa
Although these measurements were m
arcs have a time constant of several ho
be valid. Further data to be presente
feature.
The optical data for orbit 2923
with the proton energy flux, the I ke
D.t is at its maximum excursion. T
ristics similar to those of the previou
significantly polervard, with the diffu
previous orbit up to 61,5'. The SAR
it is now well separated form the oval
value well outside the SAR arc. DEwere not available. Drift data from t
nificant westward drift in the SAR a
The next pass, orbit 2927 at 15:0
moved equatorward again to a locatio

on from thp ring current as obserthe levels lre of the order of IR'
'from eartfl-reflected starlight and
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Fig.3. The same as in Flg. 2 for BULGARIA-1300 or'bit.2923,-Ma1ch
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eV electons overlap the SAR arc like shoulder of 6300 A ernissiqn, but do net
underlie all of it.'DE data frofi orbit 3140 obtained half .an h,our lqtgr show
an,electron temperature peak extending throughout the whole 6400 A leature,
br-rt perhaps peaking in the erquatorward, part that we identify with the S.AR

)

arc.

the whdle 6300 A feature ; thr.rs
scift equatorward border and paftly SAR arc. It cannot

The suprathermal electrons extend over

it seems to be partly

be concluded

tMt

these regions,overl.ap,

the suprathermal electrons extending

1

Fig.5. The same as in f;ig. 2 for IC-BULcARIA-1300 orbit 2930, March
2, 1982.0.2 KeV intensity iS replaced by an intensi y oI 4278 A
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bit

2942

wher,e t-hey b.eeome overlairl or replaced by auioral ele trons: The strong',wdst,ward f low, obseived for-:the,SAR..aic:region,in tihe previ us,,orbit continues, here.

Fjgure 5' shows 'the data from;" orbitl2930 'at 2d:10
oval has moved poleward of '60" invariant:ahd occurs be

March..2. The auroral
the, startof ihelpass.

The SAR arc, still located at 53', is well separated from the oval and,is clearlv
well equatorrvard of the 200-eV electrons.'DE orbit 3155, iust 20 min latei,
d.isplays
-both the electron temperature peak and the suprhthermal electrons
that confirm
the identification as a sAR arc. The westward flow of the pre-
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vious olbit has ceased, however. The separation of the SAR arc form the oval
in orbit'2942, at 16:33 on Maich 3, as shown in Fig. g. Dst has now
almost recovered its original level, at -60 nTt Nevertheless, the SAR arc
is still presurt, though slightly weaker than'before, at 500 R above background,
as compared with 700 R in the previous orbit and about I kR during the rnain
phase of thc storm.
- Finally, we consider for comparison BULGARIA-1300, orbit 2E5T
for Feb. ll, l9B2 at 12:34:53 UT, fol which the plot of optical emission is
shown i1 Fig. 7. There appears to be a SAR.,arc, well separatecl from the oval,
although it is curior,rsly bifurcated. DI -2 orbit 2852 ai ll:50 ur was in the
continues

southern
close to
this, bu
this is co

elLectrons located

k

coincides rvith
R SAR arc;
. In other words,
the SAR arc emission'in the northern hemisphere is coincidetrt in soace but
compatible in intensity with the pla
in ttre southern hemisphere. Thtn is consistent u,ith th
nted,,in.[4] that low
elfrgy. photo,electrons from one hemi
dlfrom rliching the
other hemisphere just in ttre locatiorl
,
iB00

Discussion
During a geomagnetic storm, the location of the SAR a1c remains remarkably
constant near the 53" invariant, while the equatorwar,d auroral boundarSr may
move away Irom the SAR arc or move to overlap it mor! than once during the
event., This agrees with the DE-l 633
SAR arc sornetimes separated from th
it. However, even when the SAR arc i
that "arc-like features aligr-red along
appear to connect the SAR arc with t
poleward".
When the SAR arc and aurora are merged, the sirprathermal electrons
extend right to the low-energy electron
and disappear into it. It is not certain
contact. An associated observation is t
thermal electrons coincident with an e
tron trough, in association with stron
phase ring current indicated by D.t,
there are two mechanisms for genera
the ring current and the other without
the heated population was absent at 6
that the excitation mechanism for SAR
Iieved.
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lopment, improvement and use of IRI
this work.

ng'.ourselves, however,

to

the concrete

outer ionosphere Undergo deviation

and

ro

r

lgtion, refraction, frequency changes,
tillations and other effects. We -are
the s t'd ie cl ones w e u," g oi n;l'o lfit',:3tifl
rtjl.t|:

"': "li:$'"';i,X-i*rJ,?

L Radiowaves retardation in the ionosohere
and virtual distance increase
The ionospheric impact on retarda
dation is closely related to the acc
ments and to other telecommunication
6, 7, 16], etc. The initial equation fo
owing to the beam retartlation in the
the expression (compare for e:xanrple I
(r)

Alt: - y;-z

N"(h)dt, (gf.
hn,

[7]),

.,i",

(
cal so
wnere

dary

of

uo

Iinear

pression,
(2)

dl

:

(a + h) [(a 1- h1z . nz
-

ctz sinz

nll::["l:]ii:
."iirti"";'"ir,"

d

bY theex-

7o .nB]-tn dh,

where z is the coefficient of radiowave refraction i' a : 6}7akm is,. the Earth
radius; Zo is _th_e initial. zenith angle of radiation, 'Al Zoi'SS%-:"" .;;-p;l'i;
(2) n: fto: | [7]. In this case : "

(3)

:

i h1z a2 sinz Zo]-tt" dtt.
group
retardation
determines (with reading of the transter coeffi. .The
cients: y:40,4, if the electron density'is rz-r, and-the ft.qu.n.yf in ii1
in this case the fbllowing extension of"the wav-:
dI

(a

h

(4)

A,I1 :

yf-z

I
lrm

+

h) [(a

s

N"(lt) (a + h) [(a

i

n1z

-

az sinz.Zu)-tn 4,,
ta

l3

For the vertical profile N"(h) we use
according to IRI-75, the exptession:

in

the case Qf the outer ionosphere,

(5)

Aa arc et'pressed by At (so theY

two

n
g

L|, Lou solar acti<titY

(A"

-

valups

: Au: 2 (low solar

accordahce
analysis

with this we will

:

Z1

We have for retardation:
i"

At
uti-

(6)

-ryE-+-oltt,-:-,--v f-,N*7 *
- ttttt-.oJt[',l@
Zo
+ h), -

/r)'

az slnz
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After replacing (5) in (6), and
sing and calculations, we obtain for

,

Jr' :

(7)

A3A,, l, t,
^
,l b2-42 |

result

-,,12 y.bx

of thf

corresponding proces-

I

--ttnz-

Using analyticaf replacements, we obtain tor J2:

l" *a)erp (- e,ff\
tr:Orl,ffi

(8)

an

@

To solve this integral, we develop the fast-falling xponential function
raflge; we resttict ourselves to the th member ol the

in the numerator in

range (which is quile sufficient), and

(e) h :

| ,

/ n7 ( t -

for J2 we linally oht,in:
/
,r\

*fAl&{ol* + z(e,* +) - - s + }a,)x
+ (A, + srF +
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2sz
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eA,

In (7) and (9) we use the designations: A:uNinZo,

g-Q'+h^i Q:x2-A2.

b:d.+h^-Ao

I

Qbviously in (6) there is quite an adequate exprepsio which can be-used
for making calculatibns in different cases.
I

l4

r.2. High solar actitity

(/, :

3)

is

The retardation
also giyel b.y. lhe expression (6).. The calculations ol .1,
are complicated becau,se of the higher
power in thi'denominator of the intel

gral,

ln this case, for

t'=

(10)

-[

#i

we finally obtain:

[(-] *
_-h
I
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Slu,

1262,
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a
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-
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= at

this case.
e also have
-Jt sufficiehily

easiest

to

coefficients

determine.

ai

well.

h

accura.te expres-

[',T*?j'"T#l'^, j'."";"j'l5l'diiTyi",:
aidations and eitensiorrs. NrF is itre
Possibilities exist for calculating hrF and Ao and A,

2, Refraction of radiowaves passing through the outer

ionosphere

The refraction of radiowaves
through
-gags^igg
- the ionosphere is determined by
the expression (compare [7,17,18],1tc.):
h

(ll) E,: -Tf-zN^F(a+

I-s

I n-t #[n'(q + h)z -

ho)sinZo

,

cP sinz Zil-ttsdh,
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electron con-

of the normallv
higher than the cri
rding to [6, 7 , 17,l8l
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modified

se' exPression (11) is

to:

(12) Et:-yf-zN^F(a -l h,)sinZo

1,

J #Xo

h*'

1 hlz -a2sin? 2iol-rnrU.

In [7J we emphasize pre
-in the outer ionosphere,
the fact
that dF(h)ldh <0 f
positive for this medium. Th
tive refraction in the ionosphe
to determine (; using dFldh dis
sion for Nth), shown here with
part

we obtain:

(13)
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To find Jz, wE develop the exponential subintegral functicn in the numerator,in'range, and.'with suflicient accuracy, we restrict ourselves to the first
five membeis. On this basis we finally obtain:
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.r1s:-E4\L=-t 2--4.,
6'. 4

' t#NT,xI

[+

)1/;"

n,-W=E -',0,h{ n' tl + -.+ P!rtAiA).(hul{ A' 4-! (h,,*a)!-A2l.t"- Z4o(n^+ A))
+l=!t*L-1
'4 tfi t
e?, ' r
e?, it'"
xlTt,x + n^ +Oz - 4z - r'o'"r!;io' - + !bi:I#1h', tj),

(22)

lz+

-&

(x' l@,x +

+|

t

{n,

A1z

--

l!u'r-"fi-ll l#!

N@,x

+T;+Or

U

t
2.2. Qefraction

From (14) at

(23)

Asx +

(h^+ alf )ii

:

at high solar actioity (4.

Ar:3,

- Az

.

3)

we obtain:,.

/i':[-+ 'lF+tbi +E - R

I I I , b , Il2tz-3(bz-Az;lx
I
t.)^\
r,, :
\21) Ir
E_ A2 i -; + -p _V i
elrz _ try3 b ,-n b'- r124 bx 1,!1nz- ez76zLp26v--+62- r4t)lt" .
,
---:
xi
lr,n
lbz-Az
r2obL - az@ _ A\! t]?(b2 -. A\
(25)

I;:E+a({-++!*'

-

bl60b2-52(b2-. t)lrl

I

I--@=-E{-l-2J-F+tbx-+
b, A2 b.r

46r= E1t, l5b3-3(b2-A2)

b-A, -

4t'

-Fl-

+lW\t':n,-hn+
_x
lr,r:A
lb2-42
The second part Jz is the same at low and high so.lar activity. Flence,

\/

,^n

+

Ao

(17, lB, 19, 20,21,22) will be used for Jz.
' the expressions
The diurnal, seasonal and cyclic variations of refraction are determined
by the corresponding variations of N.F(N.Fg), the height h* and the changes

of .40 and .,4,. The additional irregular fluctuations of (, depend on the heterogeneities in the electron concentration. We shall consider the effects of heterogeneities in more deiail in another part of this work. We should stress,
however, the fact thai refraction is more strongly aifected by these hetero-

in

their boundary regions there are strongly prothat reason, the effects of heterogeneities
,on-refraction should nbt be restricted mercly to an analysis of differences in
electron concentration ANb = Mour Mnriom in the normal and heterogenous
structure, but should be concentrated on the boundary region of dispersion
or cgndensation of the plasma, where the gradient is very high.
The variations of dN.ldh gradient in dilferent cases, includ:ing. these from
IRI data, have been co.nsidered in [19]. It 'follows from this work that the
heiglrt ft" of which dFldh has a maximum, is very close to h,,F. Hence, the
geneities, because usually

nounced local dFldh gradients. For

2
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supramaximum region aboul h,,F
fraction. An area with raoid and n
served in the region of about h:600
VER'IICAL series. This region addition

3. Radiowaves absorption in ttre t
The radiowaves absorption in the to

accdrding to IRI has been considgred
and exact expressions are deduceC

used published

ta for v,. accorfling to IRI should
in [24,25], and the corresponding data for N"(h) frorn rRI.

4. Radiorvaves polarization in

the

The polarization losses oI radiowaves
IRI have been presented with the corr
They can be used to calculate the
valent absorption. ln l27l a inethod i
crete data from measurements with a
of polarization Iosses from the correct
method to the data from the IC-BUL
monstrated [27],

5. Topside ionosphere irnpact on the frequency
of radiewaves passing through

of these effects on the
IRI and present-day data ol
field,, of electron production, the effec
the motions in the ipnosphere, have
tions of frequency deviations at tempo
of. N"(h) and the other values deteirn
died in the same work.
The studies

dilg tg

6. Fluctuations of the radio signal
the transition through the topslde
So far:thete are no ,generally acc
ture of the ionosphere in IRI. For
materials presented at the COSPAR
ceeding from the information obtained

and: IC-BULGARIA-1300 satellites,

about the fluctuations of different
topside ioirosphere.
l8

be

the conalculation

on ol the

been de-

7. Cortclusions and inferences
The expressioqs obtained here ior refraction, retardatir.rn and vit'tual extension
of radiowaves way from and to space objects directly solve the problem of
the respective eflects of the topside ionosphere on radiotvavt:s propagation,
a problem not sufficiently tackled so far. Thus a basis is crea'ted for an adequa[e use of IRI in present-clay calculations , of radio ways, and networks.
There is a possibility to use the forrnulae obtained so far for calcttlating the
reverse problern of finding some ionospheric parameters with rerspectively nteasurecl refractions or radiowaves retardations
We generalized the inltorrnation about the topside ionosphere intpact
according to IRI on the propagation of radiowaves passing through (absorption, polarizatiol, frequency deviations, phase fluctuations, etr:.) by pointing
out ttre respectiVe sources.' 'Ihus, a basis of background .data, is created for
complete use of IRI in studies of radiowaves transition through the topside
ionosphere.
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On self-similar solutions in

disc

accretion problems
Lachezar G. Filipoa
Space Qesearch Institute, Bul.garian Academy

of

Sciences

The theory oi cllso accretion has recently become an important factor for the
solution of many astrophysical problems. Accretion discs are considered to
play a major role in the mode:lling of quasars, nuclear active galaLxies and X-ray
sources in harrow binary stars. We have enough grounds to claim that the
structure of stationary thin accretion gas discs -is relhtively well studied [15J.
Regardless of the progresls in these studies, the fundamental problem of
the disc accretion theofy, i. e. of its viscosity
- nature; is still to be resolved.
Obviously, theoretical investigations are not sufficient. Regularr observation
data should be used on a broader scale accompanied by cornparisons between
theoretical models and experirnental results.
The non-stationary disc accretion is defined in rnany casers, where discs
are assumed to exist or are ,observed in the studied obiects. Therefore,. the
ill present the basis o'f understanding
rocesses. The study of non-stationary
tifically justified conclusiions about the
nsible for the transport of the motion
Many publications on non-stationary disc accretion are de'roted to these
9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
In another publication of ours we have found out that the temporal
behaviour of thin accretion discs mav
be described with the non-linear differential maintainance of ,,diffus;ion":
problems [8,

(l)

#:o

u! rE,

2
angular momentum and F is the friction momentum
between
cylindrical layers in the disc [12];the parameters rz
and n a
by the viscosity nature and the bpdcity la* of the disc
'-coefficient deiermining the velocity- of the processes.
t10]. ./
A non-linear diffusion eQruation of a simpler type has particular'invariant
self-similar s6lutions. It is known that the id'ea oi'self-similarit'/ is related to
where

,l

[1,
the
s for
: time

translofmations are represented
equatidns oi the process. The

frs

is detgrmifled by the

d imens-

gth, m4ss; etc,, which represent

This type of self-similar solutions is featured ivith powef inrlices, which
represent simple quotients, determined elementary by dirnensional analysis ope-

rations and knowu as first order solutions.
We shall define further the role of these self-siinilar solu'rions and shall
demonstrate the pattern of their application into visc{sity problem solutions.
Sellsimilarity is a phenomenon u'hose features are obltaiied at different tirne
mornents by
iu seq{cntial order. The scales
of sirnilarity,
the nraih physical paraneters of

the

equafion

non.

,

,

:

tquation,ror stationarv conduct-

,".,rlil,li,:

9#: Qr r,
where Q is the constant diffusion, r is thc temperafure and / is the tirne,
The problern is to determine the temp
initial distribution is T:BrF, rvhere
coordinate system. If wp define the
and the time r then we can determ
l?l: L-p\. ,'

A is the .only constant independe
mined and there is no other constant
from the el'ernents given above. '[he-ref
Sent in the solution. Sometimes, alter t
length scale depending gn the time m

t)ft''l:fQt)t1z' I
The lirne-depencient ter4perature scaie may bc defiri

f

"(t):

BL"(qr;

l

d in a similar

T.Tj

The,non-dirlcnsional form should

tter is naturally a Lero and'does not e
in [t] alone and may be exp
tlre solrrtion in the fornr of T:.BL:\T*
and T* is a non-dimensioni:l fLrnction
tneasured

rhentd''The obtained result'is a self-sim

aie

used.

lengtb. It
es 6f Zsent the22

:

L

The solution of the problem. slould yield 'I ,as a function of
non-dimensional form this is :
'i:

way

I

and r. In

of several dimensions oi the independent consta_qts'
including the boundary conditions of the problem,i defines the neeessity.of q
:
self-similar solution.
Let .us examine now ieveral problems wherc the self-similar solutions are
the time behaviour of a thin disc:'
of first order [1,3]. l'he first problern
is deterrnined'by'equation (1j unde,r -the assumption that for ttre initial rnomentrrm l-0 the distribution is:
Thbrefore, the presence

,

(2)
(2)

The dimensions

:

are

F: Bh".
of all values in equation (1) anC the, iniitial coldition
rht,- 7zr--r

(3)

lAl

:

; [tr: x '

U-'"t-2(n-n+2)

lB): UtEt-o)
rvhere

r

is the time dimensi6n,

214

rFr:A4yzr-z ,
"2n-n-?;

ro.-2,

is the mass dimen,sion and L is'the lengfh

dimcnsion.

Let us det.errrine the typical scale ol the tot4l angular mom.eqlyn Q"(t)
and thc typical friction mom'enturn scale f,(l) for qach montdnt />0. Thefirst
i'
value is yi'.taeO by the dimensional analysis'6f equation (I), irainely:

(4)

h,(t):(AF,(t)''D

and for F,(t) we use the initial distribution

(5)

h'

:

F"(t):37"171".

Substituting expression (5) into (4), we obtain lot lt":

(6)

h,(t):(A.B"t)r**ga

The solutien of the problenr yields F as a-iunction ol
'
be u'ritten down in a non-dimensional form as:

' "'

-f

- n#,*:F. (X;

Therefore, the function

(7)

h

1):'.(+)

and

I

and may

'

F will take the shape of :

F(h.t):Bhi@F,r(+-\.

the dependence in ceveloped
we substitute (6) into (z), we shall ;;"
the following eqqation
write
(7)'ahA
may
we
using
equafitins
form, and
1t;
for 'F,.:

If

/ -i- \ r,'*
\n+z-um )'
wlrere

\: +^.
n(V)
..-

/-'tn

\ .- /tF
. ..
)1n,,-,
/--^1- -\ \%
' ae: q(t)t#
' \ t \'L n\
\n+2-um1
(72Fn

The function q(l) is an expression containing only the time.

This functionl should equal a unit in qrder to provide

a

self-srirnitai solution

23

for the above equation. And, indeed, f
condition is satisfied. Therefore, we m
form of:

(8)

(

*|_*,)n,,,-(

configuration is satisfied through
substance angular momentum [2],

K:2n

(s)

t r,,

.[ 2

,ror,

where I is the surface disc densitv [1
the distance to the disc center. Subsil
in equation (1) [10], we obtain the fol
,

(lo)

ht,

K:2n f Fil

Another approach to find the nec
self-sirnilar soiution of equation (7) is

in solutions of the
(l

type:

l)

r

-

F:

Ct-"F.+(e),

where t- :!-,
Btp
which reduces the probletr to a routine differential
tlons.

I

After substituting- equation (11) into (1) and (10)
for the availabilitv of a self-sinii

necessary conditions

(t2a)

(12b)

The equation rvhich defines ilre function
(13)

.

ft is:
pn,lrft
, vnc
---1-q
-ctE
r'
+(#)(,+ldl.:
+tnF-\rTn)qFn+7dF*
u, -ll-*\
' *+ afr
\z+n/

- 0.

We shall exarnine belorv some p
this solution can be applied.
If a stationary disc has existed in
ursut,
ment, .1llu
and due
uus to
L() some rgason
reason tne
the Ii
ihis
cnlrfinn will
urill describe
rlaon'iLo the
+L^ ^.,^t..r:^
this solution
evolutior ur r,rc rc*rrqe! or rne

qrsc suDsrance,

The same approach on the applicability of equation (13) can bi made in
the following manner: if we have a distribution of the type F:O(lz) at the
initial moment, then it will contribute indirectly to integral (10). The function
F:o(r),should simply be determi4ed with respect to ft.
We have to underline here that this method provides a possibility to
expand the number of the astrophysical problems, which may be resolved by
the first problem set up in this pape{, since the :substantial fact is that the
distribution should represent a power law of the specific angular momentum.
The,unique condition to be rnet by the solution'of. equation (13) is to satisfy
the law ol preserving the q,uantity of the total.'angular momentum throughout
the tirre development of the initial configuration. Of course, the best proof of
this affirmation will be to compare the solutions ol equations (13) and (l) for
particular derivatives.
Another type of this'problem relates to the modelling of the substance
behaviour in accretion discs, when the mass integral is satisfied during,the
evolution process,
Let us examine again equation (l). Applying by analogy the method used
Sedov
[7] for the obtaining of the mass integral with-ref,lrence to rotat!y
ing Iluid, lve can obtain the corresponding algebraic , i.llesrqt for the solution
,1'-

of ourproblem.

Following the same pattern, let us examine the demensions of the input

values:

. lFl: ML2t2; [h]:22"-t ; [2]: ML-z;
[M]:M; \[B]: Lzxt-6.

(14)

We are looking for a solution oJ the type F,:Bt-"F,t([), where E.:,,#.
Following Sedov's approach [7], we introduce a supplemenrtary parameter
fal:MLk'c", where a., k, s are unknown, if no particular consideration on the
rlature of the phenomenon is involved.
Using in a summarized manner the above mentioned development, we can
determine some supplementary values, namely:

: lV1E1

(15) a)

u,

(16) b)

>:

radial velocity
/'surface

-hft(()
(17) c) U:#-UGI
r* t'

;

density;

the mass between.two fixed radii.,

'

Performing almost the same computations as in [7], we ,obtain the mass
integral in a final form as:
(

l8)

{(s

+

za

ilu(€) *

2nR(€)( y(g)

-

26)}

:

const (?*.

Knowing functions ft(() and (6), we'may determine the temporal mass behaviour between two radii. Using the theory of the disc accretiion, these relations take the shape of(14):
(1e)
(20)

R(€):
V(1)

Lo+zn+t F*(E1tt-n1 '

- -.(-(n

+r I

F^-(-a-{

.

25

.

The equation satisfying function /(€) is similar to equation (13) but tlte

,.

qogfficients difJer'

(2r)

:

,):

#

r5g'+r Tr{nor.,n,-l,

rthete u,,'6,are defined bv dimensional analvsis.
" ' jl,et us examine the values u" and X in view of thl disc accretion theory,
usfng,the dependences which are relevant to each and any moment. Our purpose 'is rto determine the dependence betu'een the dim(nsion coe'lficients and
the power indices. As a final result we obtain the follfrving equation system
ilefining the power indices:
I

2ft6-Fs*1:g;
(22)

,

- nr) 1 s :
2ft6+6+ 1-cr-s:0;
6(2k + n

I

I

)-o.(1

0

;

26+6n*um- I :0.
''n'i

, :.

Tlr. iolutions corresponding'to th. system (22)

(23)

are:

'

rn.+t-"t
K:_;en_n_

Thus, ,with the power indices obt
funCtion ft, the equation (21) yields
behaviour of ,the accretion disc, under
satisfied; The solrttion of 'the, equation
be used for describing the temporal
around a gravity centre.
In the case where the right,side
zero, we shali observe in d=ependenc
decrease of the total tore or clisc mas
We should note that usuallv in a
grals must be used, i. e. the iniegral
ment of quantity motion and the mas
a disc evolution involving contributio
secondary component; ,both the disc m
change. This imposes the necessity of investigating morQ complicated problems
ry.ligh will be the subj.ect of further studies.

Discussion
The three methods proposed f.or the solution
d to
equation (1) provide for the possibil ty of buildin
and
qualitative models of' non-stationary sources with
e of
accretion discs. The obtaining of a large class of parti
and their
comparison with the obsetvational data for transient a
stars provides for the closer understanding oi the physical"proc
sc accret-'
ion. Examining the methods given here and based
analysis
approach, as well as comparing them with simi_lar physibal methods 11,4,5,7l,,
we can obtain the power index solutions clepending on lthe pararneters rz and
a. In turn, they will provide the definition of the phybical processes of the
thin accretion disc viscosity and of the plasma opacity.

On the basis. of observations of cataciismic stars and transient X-ray sour:
is determined that their luminosity alter attainihg a rtra;xifnum'd€treaSeS
almost after a power law in time. This provides grounds to believe .that
by comparing the model sohrtions and the existing phy.sical hypotheses wc
can obtain estimation of the scale and nature of the physical processes
' | ': '1 I I i:
in the disc'
On the other hand, this paper
iding for. thc
obtaining of self-sitirilar solutions
Sq.qfiqns aqg.
also available [, 41. The second o
posii$ility of
estimating new models, thus yieldi
sp$'onlastroces

it

f

physical considerations.
In conclusion ive shall underline
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Introduction
The in sl/a measurements of the
flux-gate magnetometer carried
gion allow to
the field lines

systems,ando
are also useful

magr

ouf

nforr:

d of
cfiel

other problems
in- computation of the
duced electric fielcl VxB in reducing'electiic field-m'easurements
i.presenting a portion of complex experiments, in determining ther actual orien-

tation.

etc.

with precise measuring magnetometric equ. These problems are resolvedprocessing
ipment
data
should also 6'e coirect and shotild
facilitat
in scientific aialvsis ancl estimates ol the technical

state

of

t inuous

ts during performance and especially iluring con-

Significant advantage of the magnetometric
....
bility of a

data analysis is the availamodel of the main Earth hagnetic field, and oi the field genera-

i#'iff f '"','iiSTX;ll',1;-""'"iiJi?i?i:
sources

ic

[2].

on is the methodics suggested for the
netometric data provide,rf by a nearhat the magnetic disturbances by
related with an exr:entric dipole
which 'f dcilitates their analysis and
29

We can mention, on the otlrer hand, the necessity of connecting the methodics for the determination of the magnetic axe.s o{ierrtation of the sensor
u,ith a eonlnron soltu,are systcnr [4].
The individual asoects oi the met
in the proccss of testing ol the dcvel
r\/ere pur.suetl in obtaining the eucl soi
output operations at the expense oi i
of the magnetic tape number; simplif
ses for conrputer processing interrn
causes and options of proce.ssing contin

Descriptior"r

The general flow.chart islshorvn in
contro
ives the m
of the
suppli

rocess. InDu

CE progranr
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r

r-
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lrrput
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I
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sing of determined seance period.'If these parameters are not providecl, the
complete seance is processed and the beginningiend times ale ta-l<en from the
header block of the telemetric infoi" nation; fbrmat flags of the introduceil
step of input band u'ith geography
parrmcters -- l\\ODNEW.
;, :?l

:?

:: : "9,

t

JH,l:l' ";ilfr

t.J;:i;j[l

"lrJ;if

',1i:::

geop h ys i c ar coor d i n ate . y,t...l ?;X'il:iJi
reren
f l''"r,i,$lli
points, .orientation telemetric data (angulai velocities and solal situation).
Line p-rinter informaiion of r;tep B s is plintecl simultaneously ivith the formation of the magnetic .tape.
The SEANCE software executes the following steps: stoles tables (calibration data) into the main memory; reads the header block of the telemetric
information and prints it utrron selection; reads t,he parametric cards and i1ri,
tiates its functions in agreement with the data contained in them; trairsrnits control to MODNEW rncdule, rvhich e
the magnetic field model application; read
information. They ale tested against uncertai
the smooth change of the compensation step
modrtle. If intervals are reliable we Droceed
lormation in order to eliminate devizrtions
the purpose, IZGL and IZGLCRS rnodules
via the
eal step change
instanc
:srvitching. Assumlng
e prqce.ss duration
;traighi line across -th
ules-are rloaded
process
ofiqt.to
cases,
where
the
resrvitching
is
macle
the limits of
within
if
the 190 intervals available in the main memorv.
completing the above mentioned steps, the control is transfeired to
^_._{f-t-"J module, which converts the information into physical paremeters.
SMETKI

due to certain reason the time of the e
rison time within the limits ,of half a

transpcsing comparison time into the record obtained. A warning message is
issued. In this case it is assumed that the differerrce is the result oii'andom-disturbance during the determination of the time of measurement. In,case we
interval, an en'or rnessage is plinted
mode.

the combination betthe stt:p given as ine.o1l;,1€,iiti3?,ot1t6*..

ic ri"l,r
l9B0) is finally included. The field is repreiented in series'bv spheriial har,
rnonic coefficients. The diffelenceis between the measured mod6l fielcl bv com.
ponents and module are etlso cornputed. The 190 intervals. r:ombined u'ith
navigalion data and processed duridg the former steps, are read as input data.
The model of the main magnetic field is computed ior the respective geograr

h, m ag'et

3l

phic coordinates, located at the reference points. A step ol B s is selected, containing precise number of intervals. The differences between measured and
model field for the intermediate points are obtained with linear interpolation

of the model values at the reference points. The CALCO module computes the
coordinates of the excentric dinble ir-r earth radii units. i.he coordinates of the

north pole of the excentric dipole. the polar angle and the long. in gracles.
The same module transforms the geographic lat. ancl height into p;eocentric
sLrpplement to the lat. and a geocentric radius. The ntodel field is computed
into topocentric coordinates atrd is translormed into geocletic (geographic)
coordinates. Cooldinate transformations of the observ4l.ion point are nrade,
i. e. from'Cartesian geodetic into Cartesian geomagnetic, spherical geomagne-

tic, Cartesian excentric geomagnetic, spherical excentric geomagnetic, excentric radius and rnoclified excentric lat, As a result of temporal transforma-

tions, we obtain the geomagnetic local time and the excentric geomagnetic
time. Afterwards, an interpolation between the referenge points is made. For
each observation ooint a transfot'mation is made. i. e. the measurecl field is
converted from orbiting into topocentric coordinate sysiem aiid furthet into
topocentric geomagnetic, topocentric geomagnetic witfr one axis alottg the
magnetic field, excentric geom'agnetic and excentric gr:omagnetic with orre
axis along the magnetic field.
Finally the SEANCE module forms the output relorcls of the magnetic
tape from the 190 processerl intervals. The described cycle of performancc'
is repeated until the'inpr-rt iniormzrtion for the cleterrninfd-period of processing
time is exhausted.
The information on the output magnetic tape can be used for the general
case of the geophysical analysis. In case no unifold int$rpretation is possible,
an orientation correction is introcluced, The determination of the orientation becomes possible rvith auxilliary software, explo|ing information fornr
ORINP file. This far, only determination of the senso{ axes deviations from
nominal position is made using data
examination of these results is also us
of the magtretic axes respectively, with
ject. Further options are foreseen to u
determination, as well as to provide s
orientation. The orientation correction will be introducbd solelv for the cases
when the processing data cannot be interpreted unifolcj. ORINP file can be
used also ior the diierminatior-r of the orthogonality oi the sensor axes. For
thepurpose, aFourier series are used for the data'of the alifferences betrveen the
theoretical and measured module of the field. This p{ocessing is also macle
after auxilliarv software.
The software system is realizecl in op'erational qtedir-rm DOS-ES, excluding the navigation prograrnme, elaborat6a by Prohop,:nko into operational
medium OS [51.
The requirements to the machine configuration arq as follows: main mepunched
2 pc 2314; magnetic tape ch'ijves
mory 300 k6; disc dtives
- 3 p.;
card input; line printer- output.
The system exploration has shor,vn it reliable and gimple in perfot'mance.
I
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Aerosol
by
tral ran
sols in

affect the thermal regime of tfie Earth-atmosphere sys,absorbing large portion of . the dun irradiation in all specthe investigation of
ties of the aerosphere via satellite s
icant importance
for the solution of many problems of clim
gy, geospace retem

search, environmeRtal pollution, etc.
This paper considers the possibilities

of a satelljte radiational experiment
providing for determination of the spectral and spatiall'dependence of the main
optical characteristics of the aerosols : coefficient of l"scattering, indicatrix of

scattering yx(h) and optical thickness

,^t.h):

I""^(l)(t.

h"

Figure I illustrates the block-diagram for the
pose that the observer is situated at a height FI

nts. Let us sup-

a

e the Earth surface. It

Ni

t

!t'
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lil !7i:

\\
il

that the atmosphere represents a sphere of radius &>R; (R-_
radius)
and is subdivided into-z layers of iadii Rr,..., R" (R:d1.Aftr);
Earth
We have incident paiallel flux of solar irradiation at ^the oulei itmbspher:ic

i!

assutned

he terminator (N,-N,) the exp
the intensity of the scattered irr

equen-

and in
time interval At*r:N,, when th
in the
ning by horizon altitude was
sun is
atrnosphere, the intensity is determined by the
ned by atmosphere irradiafion In and the int6nsity
radiation ./a1 :

spectro
unifold
of the
(1)

t^(r, !):P#{/ra,(s, y)-ltax(s, y) },
-t

where p,,l is a hatch

transm

rom .an orbiting

station). I4(y) defines the
raction divergence [] at per

re result

y,

9f lhe solar_irradiatio
of registration Al,. Based on thb trans

./"r,,

: spectral

te-nsity.

of ref--

is the inrange

-zm, I oxUtat
In:Irxe !
Px(y,s),
Iar(s,

,t'f

where

g: [ ,-(r1.-r17)m1 o^9.
J
""!t

!4n
HH

I p^G, s'

rr: I os(l) dl, r17,- I or(l\ dl,
JJ"
th

h)

/i(s, s' ;'h)Pt(s, h)dam6dh,

pr(s, sl ; h) is a scattering function, s(€, .4)

determines the direction of sight, I and A arc zenith and azimruthal solar angles, /i(s, s'; ft) is the intensity of a light flux, propagating at'height D fdr
unction of atmospheric gases into the
a scatter cross-section,, cl1\(h):ceq(h)
s of aerosolic and Rayleigh scatter, rz€
f the tenninator area,-thJsolar irradiapression

-m"ETJI

(2)

I'r(s,

h):t"rs

'

:

ottt'tdt

P^1tr, h\.

ng point M, there occurs irradiation
ards the observer. Along the path
ver, the intensity of the light flux vaes due to molecules anc[ aerosolic par.
eric gases into the MN layer. For the

ator area we obtain:
(3)

Ix(H):

I l^1h1s-"x@
J^"
o

prlhyo*1Er, h1dt,,

where ox(Er, h) is a volumetric angular coefficient

of

scattering at height z.
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.H
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h"(y,)=

(4)

I \(h)e

Px(h)ax(a, h) dh,

where y, is determined by the crossing point
lor han*
*,:+L perigee
Rsinv
lar
beam with
-^-1^^^ -. n rkm,

V:90-2v,'
V:90-2v, v -

(5)

of the iine of sight witir a so.v,:$ff-R, o is the ungi. of scatter;

-/:0

l

angle of refraction.
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r-m"t5tr(ht Px@, h)

the propagation and scatter of irradiat
point U and into the direction of t
registred intensity at scanning by the

(9)
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of

yi

the line of sight y".
H,

(7)

II{(s,

y,):Ilt(f,

H)e-^v'ur,Pr,(.r,
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1rt,t(s,

,

h)

da secy dh,

H;

u^: JIcru)dl,
1^:
oto I
'.
J
Jtx

st

I)+ ['e-*11t-r
yx

h

oxQ)dt, IIt(s, H,) is the iJtensl ty in point K, de"''-tv\

termined as a sum of all the elements into direction
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(8)

l;;, 1r,
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iH, ,f, ,r, h)e-nr

"sL

pt

(T, h)

o^(n,

h) dt'r,

tal,: IL^..
6\[) dt, llt(s, h)
t
- irradiation intensity at random point
H,

.

f{t!, h):ffi

(e)

e-mEn2?\

P^(E' , D+

l'e

v
.

1; (b,

s,, h,) da sec l', dh, ,

hh,
72?"

:

I or(l) dl, yr: I o^U) dL,

,"I'
UJ

q

Yy.
.

-

angle oI scatter, cosq:cos€.cosy+sins

sin y cos A.

Equations (1), (3), (4), (6) are basic equations 6f transmi
complex radiational experiment including spec'trometry of direct s<
nadire rneasurements into the terminator area anh scanning
They represent sophisticated functional dependences of the me
atmosphere optical properties,
the spectral, vertical and spald scatter approximation. It is
e the aerosolic scatter coeffixintation o o1"( y ): a ox( ! rt)e-pft, which
,

experiment by altitude. We obtain for

r:
9, )
At,^(y):fu
o,(

(10)

Y
G-B i i-r

- "-9;

ti,

But for the case of single scattering with regard to the registred direct
solar irradiation ,in two subse{uent moment"s N,. and llr_r, *" oUt;in"i;; A"iy;i;

(1r)

Hence,

(12)

IxGi' vi)M(vi) Px(v,-r')

rdffiluo;frvi -

r,.r
Ar-..: ^!--,^e-tn

ni

*-.,

,,

J "* (v'-')e-"h dh'
r t_r

for the aerosolic scatter coefficient in

I

layer we define:

o,^(y,-J:;#5,n.

The relationship between oor(.V;*r) and coy(y,_r) is given r,vith:

(la)
, fot

oar(y,-1)a oox(!r) s-Pt-r!i.-t.
tn9.-la9t--layer.(wherg
_ye gay assume lack of porverful aerosolic lay.
Ho
is
the
height
of the isothermal atmosphere. For the othir
B,:llHo,
9rs)
'rhe method provides for irigh-accuracy
dcfinilayers -B, is determined by (1).
tion of' oat (h) into the upper atmospheric -layers, where iire contribution otr
o.l

uished by
the niultifold scatter is insignificant also for
lack of absorption from molecules of gas w
Oo HrO).
The altitudinal adjustment of the spectrometric
the horizon is made by compEring the ratio between the qtmospheric transmission

9:.6

'

:

9:1,6

94,6 95,6 96,6 97,6 9d,6

.l

Fig. 2. Varr'ation at the'height of sight and ttie resolution
in altitude in dependence on the fast periormange, equipment
sensibility and solar zenith angle. 1

- lti

2

-

sy

function in the I th layer and that at !,:!^r,in the spectfal range 0J6-pm and the
ratio of the registred intensities ,within the same spectrf l range [2]. The method
allows for pr'ecise altitudinal adjustment, since the tranlsmission function of the
oxygen is computed with high accuracy. It ls necessarf to make complex measurements in the optical and near IR tanges, as well as of the natural irradiation in the radio
absorption. This all
the computations of
The altitudinal
depends on the fast performance and
ment. Figure 2 shows the variation at

tion in altitude stt:)toi-!o,_, in dep
measurenent equipment sensitivity a
the ratio of the registered intensity in
thickness in the layer yr, ),o,.r, we obtain:
!i+.t

t,^

['

nr{r,

ty

at

I

(l 4)

Lrrrr:#n,

.!;

f

!i+t

tit.x I
I
!2

The coefiicient of the aerosolic scatteri
basis of dependencies similar to (10)-(1
The values obtained for the spati
are used as, input values for the sol
(3), (4), (6) by the Monte Carlo simula

! i+t

P?\(l)dr

ar(t) dL

values of the spectral and vertical dependencies
minimization of the functional:

)

(15)

i=l

17o- ry,(of, (&)))z :

of

cot

(h)

arre obtaiqed by

D,

where fi1 is the measured value in point i(s1, !i), Ih, the value obtained for
the intensity in the numerical modelling of the respective equation of transmission after the Monte Carlo method, where a\r(h) varies according a deter. mined law, of^ (h):ch;r(h)-f(6), ft
number of iteration.
proposed
radiation
experiment is partially realized aboard the SA_
_ _Th.
LYUT-6 [4] orbiting station, while the complex version betwer:n visible, near
IR and radio rangei was made aboard METEOR-PRIRODA within the BULGARIA-I300-ll project [3].
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Data acquisition system for complel
and synchronous geonomic and spage investigations
Dintiter N. Mishea, Angel M.
Boiko,

H.

Tsenou,

Mihail F. Fr
Bulgurlan Ac
Mechanical and

Spacc. Research i nslilule,
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The problems, methods and technical
represent a sophisticated multinode
ground-based) systems and complexg
occupy ,a major place. Data and infor
surements not only complement and
sing of information obtained by
biting researCh laboratories. Sirjru
luable material necessary for the

tific

ofg
stud

the
requirements for their synchronous re
is useful and even imperative to appl
quisition.
Within the framelork of the BU
acquisition 'system foi complex and s
tigations
was developed
at the
-sciences.
- DASAcaderny
of the Bulgarian
of
the equipment_facility of the Univers
nomic Investigafions (UMLCGI)
chronous Satellite Investigations
The data acquisition system
metric acquisition (transmission, recei
mation at synchronous and complex
nerally, this .information includes dat
emissivity of natural objects; tempera
layers; humidity and electrocondu
magnetic field parameters; atmospher
40

city in the contact atmospheric lairers; wave motion, currettt: direction and
velocity of rivers and other water basins; aerosolic particle dens'ity intbrihe
atmosphere; microseismic background and seismic fluctuations, etc, : ' '
The most general principle of DAS performance is based bii the aUtomatic
switching of the respective- peripheral points at deiermined time-intervals

//

Fig.

and information trans
point. The telemetric
via radiosignal emissio

2.

rregistration

al peripheral

modulated b'
entire system
following manner: a),by hand, b) by instrumental program devi'ce,, c)ibyinicro.
frequencies. The

perfor

ot"Titt?lrii;t1?'*u,

reasonable to clevelop a DAS .y.tu. inr:orporatingion"
)AS-5, i. e. with a, possibility for infor'
central and four perip'heral points
mation acquisition from 5 points. The central point (CPi is mounted as in UMLCGI 'and -MGSSStr or as'in
a statiouary observatory.
he operation of the pe:ripheral,points
(PP) is controllecl and t
egistration, visualizatiion;'as, well'as
primary arrd partial data
effected. Figure I illustrates,the,syrnts PP-A, PP-ts' PP:C, PP,D with re.
inetric situation of the p
gard to the central point-CP of DAS-5. In dependenceon.the research goals:and'
the conditions for their implementation this situation may vary widely.
The different measurement instruments and sensors are connected with tlte
central ar,d peripheral points via cable links and may be located in various
configurations at distances to several tens of the meter,
The receiving-transmitting DAS part is realized on the basis of .USW
rad,iost at ions.

Figure 2 shou,s the principal block-diagram of the CP in a programde'
vice controlled version. The operation of the radiostations / arrd the registration block 6 are controlled by a control block, the main subblocks of ,which
generator block containing 5 tone generators;.3
are: 2
'block;
- program
- tone
represents
4
ihdicatiorr. The program, blor:k
3
operated.block,-5
-handof the.Universal Program
- Device for Geophysical Observatories (tJF.
a device
j.oined
to'an electronic'clock Z with qoarz generator for synDGO) type [3]lis
chronization, with a possibility for automatic verification. by reference: ra;
diosignals for exact time, for example the Exact Time System (ETS) [ ].,
4l

The main node of.the peripheral points (Fig. 3) is lhe selective block conta.ining:. amplitude reducer-- 3; active narrow band fillers. the first
being
adjusted to the respective tone frequencyf.q, f a,f c or [o, and, the second (F) a\
the starting frequency I,r; keys 6,. time releys /t; cofirparator B and

()

-

Fig,

-

-

3

forming device- 9. The signals received by radiostation ,1 are supplied to the
selective block, which operates the radioitation nd tle data iource, when
she.. frequency
.corresp-onding to the peripheral poi s is received : the radiostation is'reswitched from "service receive" niode intq ,'transrnission" mode
anrl the data source 2 is switched to the radiostation input. The data source
includes a coding device and different n
parameters into electric signals.
via multiplexor to an analog-to-digita
is obtained. One bit is added to this
third bit is.also added for verification
Servicetelephonecalls are also made with the radiqstation in addition to
the data receiving and transmission.
The data transmission rate for DAS-5 is 1200 bit/sec. The selected radioslations provide the required reliability under this relhtively low rate. One
of the conditions for the-normal functior-iing of the DAS gysteni is the optimum
situation of the peripheral points with consideration of afi effects in suih USW

-""itn*J"l;diostation

of the peripheral point operates routinely into

,,service

receive" mode. The sensors and instruments measuring the respective parameters within the block of data source are switched and transmit infoimation
only by call from the respective peripheral point. Hence, the high-level requirements to the performance of the selective block which is located between
the radiostation and the data source. It can be seen fronl the mentioned above
that mainly parameters of relatively
digital data are taken. The contlnuo
would result into large surplus in t
information,may be accompanied w
respective point or measurement devi
progran device realization, a data repetition should be requested, i. e. there
is a danger of violating the registratlon cycle.
42

.The microprocessof control of the DAS sysfgrn provides_ for the.imple:
mentation of the following control modes for the central and the peripheral

'

ooints:

l. Cyclic swiich of all

peripheral points, taking of data from all the meaIf the latter do not corre-

quring devices and logical froc6ssing df the results.

F'ig.4. A gerreral vierv of the peripherdl points,a.nd of the central point

late with the previous olles, the error, its occuretrce and location may be iden'
ified.
2. Priority switching oi measuring devices rvith large dynamigs -into
the registratioir process o1 with frequently occuriug. errors, and control of one
or seviral paranieters. The registration ii made only if the results are considered adequate.
3. Cyciic switch-in of all the points and taking of data on the most rapidly
varying
-4. parameters onl-rr.
Digital filtering- and elimiliation of efrofs by averaging the results.
The system does not restrict the
ring devices, if they guarantee the
turally, on the basis of the desclibed s
and synchronous geonomic and space
a more specialized version, for examp
magnetic investigations, for seismol
rology, etc., which is simpler and of
t
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Interference

light filter shifting

device

for the EMO-S satellire photometric slrstem
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In -satellite--photometric equipment for
optiqal emigsions in.
terference light filters ancl common rr
d'mear;urement, tiack
are used to separate _the spectral lin-e
llumination intensity
2, 3,.1]. fhir combination substant
ze, rveight and powei
[,
qon_surnption_, bgt requires mechanical shifting of the differenl light .iilters
in front ofthephotoconvetter. To meet the requirements of a specified law of
motion of the light filters, a discrete drive by-step drivers is rnost frequently
used.

Tlvo l<inematic chains with discrete drive are used in the EMO-E,photoT.tti"-.yltlT:.^qg+^iLe_g!
!?r! oJ the complex of scientific equipment iboard
the
INTERCOSMOS-BULGARIA-1300 saiellite. They provfde' for measu,
6 spectral, lines, periodical calibration
of illuminated areas jin one spectral
ics. and shall. describe the principle of
shifting in the EMO-5 photometric

the rlevice for shifting the interference light filters
own in Fig. l. The following conditions have been

.l,lBl;ii:lll,o'#S,11liiT#',iff

";iJilf.;Ht'll

the,photoconverter); exact setting of each cyclically repeated position in front
oi .tfS photoc.onverter for a specif ied time period,;'' reliable operation of the
mop.ile parts_ in vacuum and within the temperature range of -20 to *b0", c,
small size, low weight and power consumpiion; objective control over the
measured positions.
:
The six interference light filters, the
d the position
for drift measurements are situated evenly
rc (F VV). The
rotation of FW is effected-by a discreteh
:r dnd is (yn"ttrg.nized by I .s pulses (SP) frdm the board
time. In brder
to provide the exact determination of each position of FW, i;he step driver
I

with a reductor (SMR) is controlled by the position
posi
bf the driven shaft via
position keys (PS) of optoel'ectron
optoelectron type. Pulses
Pulses are produced for each measurement position (FP) and for the beginning of each new cycle (CD) of the

FVV rotation, rvith respective duration of tr,p and cr.

Fig.

I

The necessary time period Ltu lor the measurem
d.eterrhined by the requirements of the photoconverter
sfg,uld be reliably fixed in one of the eight measurenr
shifted to the next one. Due to the motion of FVV in

trol block (MD) of SMR is of thb irreversible
trol of _the motion (LC) provides the time p

on-

iod
ver

Alp, allowing the FVV motion in dependence
makes N steps in order to shift FVV at ,

(l)

w:s,:-p.
zr di

where (; is the coefficient of teduct
depending on the type and commut
The precision of fi,ring FW in

on,
I

a

irom the output of a counter for inte

.PG
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to

enter via coincidence circuit

and the annuling of PC is effected by a CD pulse for the begirrning of the rotation cycle, The sequential synchropulse with a period 2TsF,: Ltm* Afp returns 7, to-starting position. (7r) monovibrator is incorporated also in LC,
producing a pulse of duration 100 ns.

--l

L----------J

(l)

Fig.

2

The control block (MD) of the driver contains pulse distributor (PD),
power amplifier (PA) and control circuit (F) for the current via SM wirings.
FD transforms a unitary code into a m-phase system of rectangular pulses,
where m is the number of wire commutation cycles, and F provides lorv consumption for time Alr.
interrference filters
The block electrical circuit of motion control of the./sp==1
s, T1 (Sl:1555)
intothe photometric EMO-5 system is shown in Fig. 3. At
provides time periods Alr:0,5 s and Alr:1,5 s with 2% precision) The
monovibrators ?, and Ts are implemented on integral circuits SN54LSI23N,
No firm re,quirements with regard to the pulse generator (SN5400N) exist.
The generator operates on frequency of 100 Hz. The pulse distributor (SN5474N)
is of the irreversible type and transforms a unitary code into a 4-phase system
of rectangular pulses. The power amplifier is;unipolar, irreversible with transistor-diode keys (4xKFYI8, 8x2DSIOA, 2xSN75450). The current through
the step driver wiring is regulated via transistor (BD 436), controlled by an
inverting amplifier.
A step diiver of the CDA-15 type with two phases, active rotor and a single step oi 15' is used into the moiion device foi the interference light filters.
In order to safeguard its performance in space vacuum its bearings are replaced by
the vacuum type TU370060 5 J-73. while the carriers of the diffeient
-are
produced fiom caprolon plastic. The reductor h,as a coefficient of
wires
reduction ft:,1:10, the driving wheel is nade of steel brand 45. The driven wheel
made of caprolon carries the light filters. The overall weight of the device is
290 g and the power consumption<2 Wt.
The device^f,or shifting th'e interierence light filters has suc,cessfully passed
all the tests and operated within the EMO-S photometric system aboard the
47
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Systems for laboratory testing
of two-dimensional coordinate-sensi lve
detectors for charged particles
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Introduction
Ground-based testing is the primary
space research instruments.

ment of

capacity verification and element cha
ting devices;
between
- coordination
calibration and
tuning; development
reliability testing, etc.
In order' to perform this testing, we need systerps of sufficient comple-_
xity and methodics, quite often with capacity and requirements exceed-ing
those of the on-board systems. Thus, we provide th! possibility of an adequateresearch of the circuitry potential and its optimisation..In order to obtain
and_ investigate the correlative links and dependenci{s between the physical
model and the experimental results, as well'as to firid out the virtual triteria of estimating the tests and the extent to which they approximate the actual conditions, we use relatively conplicated and pdr,veiful soft- and hard-

ware

facilities.

The problem
A general purpose testing facility for
Fig. l The tested detecting element i
er with the charged particle source.
via microcomputer to the controllin
tector operational parameters and
The information obtained from

nic block, where it is subjecteJ to
50

I

microcomputer. Simultaneously, the information from the vdcuum chamber and
ttre eleclionic block is suppfied to the control-and-measuring instruments:

analog-td-digital analysers,. oscilloscopes, etc.
.)
research investigations,--related to
sbace
Q"ecentl!, many llboratory and
'cooidinate-sensitive detectors CSD, since
chalged pariicle r6gistration use

l,
I

t

I
I

t

Fie, I

attern of obtaining infcrrmation on the

ditrg on the particlq location on the
CSD. The distribution
is measured by the me
in the CSD devices, as
particle coordinates, i

electrodes,

:

'

The electronic circuit
em, requiredlor the laboratory tesFD) qf the type mentioned above,
ed as a three-channel, version in order

is the unit conn
curacy and rielo
ng and coutrol
essary conditions of adiusting an asyn51
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chronols_system to. a synchronous

systenr for processing and
control. The amplitude analysis c
to a great ,:xtent the- adequate transformation of the part
o a signal spectrum,
i. e.
'of the initial
there is a possibility for the - rev
constrriction
spectrum with sufficiettl accuracy. The-analog signal shape c,f the detecting
system and.the_ specific requirements quite often determine a mixed type
of structut'al-informative organization ofthe amplitude analysir; systems under
re performance.

tf l,::i&::11.3: i ii J3&:: i$: til ffi;
, which are the main element of the
fication qf 106-107 electrons per event

lution, fast perforlranc€: and iorv backristics, together with the characteri-sonnected to the anode, define the cvcle

are:
200 ns:

lysis, the main characteristics of which

high resolution. including processing of pulses of a width rarger than

fast performance, defined exclusively by the transformation time in
the analog-to-digital converter ADC. For ADC of parallel conversion'of time
jq9
gmplitude analysis is 400igitalfo1^tng
IC of 54. . . . series;.
of measurement, defined by the prin-

xl'.Ts, T"".1'"11:ru"i"

:i "ffi ;;X"J ";;,

liffl

up of the system into initial state. Th
tive CSA are fed to the inputs of the r-e
in turn, memorize the maximulTl amD
for driving ADC. The first "start" sisriz
tent by a unit. The counter content d"etermines the sequential cells of the RAM
istrate the digital code of the maximum
asurement cycle is rejec;ted r,vhen the
and the microcomputer shifts to a pro:rs the content from the two memories
mory. The processing of these
by the physical set-up of the
is the yield of the ratio_ 2a,
inum amplitude values of the pulses

bJ

f
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Device for measurement of current
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Besides measurements of absolute values of physical parameters, olher problems related to. the deter:mination of relatively dimensionless values also exist.
In them,. the ratio between two electric values is a measure determining the
measured value.
Such a problem occurs in the measurement of the perpend:i-clnlar component

of the ion dri.ft velocity in the'ionosphere, where, a multigrid flat trap with
is used as a preliminary transformer
of, the non-electric value iuto an elechic one and, hence, we look for the ratio
I
'I
between currents -P and'ji- from the four sections of the coll:ctor. The ion
l2
arrival angle on tir'e four ,.ttion. of the collector is'determlned uia measurement of
of currents from two couples of opposite
sections,
o orient the perpendicular tr,ap axis along
the cont
y be just
The
it
minumurn' differences, in the
changes in the most sensitive"uJpsnts,lf1ern
scale and the
fferences of the same currents in the coarsest
sensitivity. This is also valid for the maximum differences (ftom: order to
order of curtent) in the;,entire range:of the .measured,;value;.,Therefore, the
device wasidevelopdd, on t'he;basis;.of logarithrnic amplifiers'. It contains two
identical measurdment tracks (F,ig;,1) | and,2,,i, ie'.one for each couple of opposite collector.sectionS. Therdfbre, it'l is,sufiicibnt,to':exapine only,one of the
separated foui.section collector RPASC
T

measdringtracks.'

I

,1 ,

','
i.Tw-o caseS' are,rpossible:,'-'.j
-variat,ions

.l: The current
of the
within the range of l--(1.10-1r+.1,10-?
.of the two:currbirt.voltage conrierters (C

we obtain respectively

U, and Uz. At

.;!i ,

.,,

I i,

!:

ryic amplifiers (LAr a'nd LA,) we obtain voli
sf the difierential,,amFlifier DA1: and thus we obtain
Q)
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the respective decrease of the other (voltage respectively) and

cess are easily registrated
(2)

t[e

reverse pro-

as

u,,:htg|-L/

nr.

LetUq:QV (Fig. 3). When the currents are €qual, [Jy.:4Y iRereases
up to 8 V and decneases down to 0 V, in dependence on which one of the two
currents increases.
iDJ
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iiii", ampi
"iiiiii
re'ment inode
inode- BB
BB 4lzi
4127
th-e'i.r*"
th-e'i.ame
the
same compa
,
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tional amplifiers into BB 4127 arc used for the summi
amplifiers DA1 and D.{r. This device'i.s functioning
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On some specifics in the selection of glas;s material
for microchannel plates in
Yanko B. Dimitriea, Julika

space applications

M. Simeonotta'F

Higher Institute o.f ChemicaL T'ccltnok:gg, Sofia - r
'FS-pace Research ]'nstitute, Bilgarian Academg of Sciences,
.
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ia

The great. interest in microchannel plates (XICP), particu.larly. attributed to
their"space applicatiorrs, is based oir the successful combina.tion of several
substadtial parameters dctermining their large functional capacity. Howev.er,
the latterstiongly depend on many factors, such as selection and production
of the glass mit6rial'and its furtlier processing, on the technology. of, m.icrochann"el structure, on the operation mode, and the manner of storing
MCP, etc.
'ih" purpo.e of this paper is ter discuss some peculiarities_ oi: the glass.material whicir niay affect th6 <iperational parameters of the MCP, especially du-

'the established effect of gas admixtur
fication of secondary channel multipl
glass-dissolved'water [3].
Glass is widely applied materia
fore, the attention to gas composition
understood.It is known that already in
residual amounts of HrO, CO2, 02,
product absorbs gases on its surfac
ting up to 300' C in vacuum, the
its surface and subsurface layers,
evolve at higher temperaturds [a-6]. The glass structure and the
tent of OH-gioups,in ii affect water diffusion IV,8]. The glass state

initial

-

con-

quenched
59

or tem

ater incorporation and
Y
rie action:

release

Pr

'

(below

glass-dissolved water

9r
pp Iq-t
t" "t'n

Fig I.

Dependence

of the transmission

coefficient on the wave length for two
glabs cornpositions

The transmission. (absorption) spectr.a of light in the near infrared region allow to determine. th". pres'enie of oH-grJups ,hJ ir," extent of their
relarlons_n_lp
relationship wlth
rvith the "other structural
stir-rctural units in
glass. dhu
in"slais.
neak er
absorption peak
at
lhe un.ntntion
could
be.assigned'to
the
fundament{l
.tretJing
virirltlon,
?r8.*S $?190:.-t)
Consequently, theseipectr,
91
9,H [2].
postttott
ln glass and for selectins slas.s"outa-ne_,;;A-tr;;'i.sting-watei-.;:
cotnnosilion for MCp designed
"""'"""" for

ns.

'"'

ectrum of tu,o .diifeogy, The fjrst mate.

portance for

its

further behavioul along the MCp exploration. The Droper
selectiorr of the glass material should enrlr. the stable irnpriii.,iti";';f ili.;;cnannel plates during their continuous performance in space vacuum.
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(Pearoue)
'

Hexoropnrillr .aBropaMr.r 6u,no lcrauoBJreHo BJrrrflHHe paccrBopeHHofi e creKJre
BoAbI Ha xosQ$ilqueur ycHJIqHLrs KaHaJroBbrx a,/reKTpoHHr,rx ylurnoxarenefi. B
cBfl3ll c 9Tr4M npOBeAeHO nccJreAoBaHr.re crreKTpa nponycr(aHr.rq'iser,a qepe3.cBHHIroBo-cHJrrrKarHoe creKdrro r.{3 AByx cocraBoB 'e o6racra 2-5,pm; no3Boflflroulee
OH-rpynn 'H o HX cBflsH,c ocrar'tbHbrMr.r
eK.ra, coAep)Karrlero SiOr, PnO, B2O3j

iT

3

e; :3

$;:fi#i" i'"x5il"li; I;3;3 *TJ:

lqe .NarO n'I(rO,,c.totiirlee t3-sa rrpHclr:
crBI'Ia MoAr'rQaqnpyrcq[x i(arHoHoB H ero [orJrorrleHHe'6o.nee c.na6oe, c.rr-eaoiaTeJIbHo B HeceHrreM 4o nd.rulrren bHbr x MoAHeurup
irloulr x .oKIicJroB s crekro Mox(Ho
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Functional generator capacity increase via
new building elements
Nikola B. Taboa, Iaan A. Kurteu'k
institute of Mechanics and Biomech,anics, Bulgarian Al,lndemy
Sciences, Sof ia
*'V. i. Lenin. Higher Mechanical and

of

So[ia

Electrostatic particle analyzers range
'l'here exists a gre
of space equipment.
'cylindric or semispheric
merits: flai,
focussing and amplifying systems,
the problems to be resolved with them
is bised on the fact that a voltage is a
trostatic systern which generates an.e.
tion and voltage) in a specified area
area'are subject to the. field effecti
examined parameter: ch4rge, energy'
Under different ,measurements, ,a
between the electrodes of the system is
ize.

er.

lisht weight, low

thl

porver consump'

maxi-mum vaiues

of the vol-

hcnce, the abovb menti<-rned require-

A frequently used approach in th
termediate convergence into voltage o
lated by a driving signal and amplifi
after which the signal in the seconda
reconstruct the shape of the driv
is achieved via a comP
amplitude
The criticism with regard to th
formEr; due to its relatively large siz
gical production, especially that oi
wires,'high-voltage insulation, etc' T
62

fotmers is obtained below 30 KHz which, in turn, is accompanied by higher
values of the filter condenser. The ellergy losses are thus urijustifiabiy gr-eat,
especially keeping in mind that the serviced device is electrositatic, i,-e. with
almost zero consumption.

Fie.

1

lililtt::l*rfnift r*f #$*3,T,",l;
ological,

t.he weight is abruptly reumption. The generator described in
he generators with ferornagnetic transing at the same time, rrperational freproducing the optimum efficiency toggt-her with the maximum coefficient of transmlssion by voltalge, are samples
of 30 to 70 mm'length and I mm thick ess rvithin the limits of-30 to 200 kHz.
two types of generators plays the role
in both cases the high-voltage ampliadvantages of the low-voltage elecar output, and rthe steepness of the
than that of the ascending ones for
is determined by a time constant of
charge process.
age tt'ansformers
ess

of the

'in Fig.rI

a high-voltage amplidescenc{

andthe:

of stepwise form

the generator (ncr
uts of the comparing amplifier CA,
negative feedback ir; supplied from
gh the reversive converter RC. In
the CA amplifier output is directed
o the driving input of the first
le, under positive polarity) or to the
ifier of power DAP, lunder negative
polarity respectively). This signal modulates thir signals-froni the two osci-

llator circuits SG. and SG1 wlich, being amplified in power by DAP, and
DAP,,, enter respectively the exciting sEctors of the iesotransformers PT.
and PTr. The frequency of the oscillators SG, and S
is'maintained even
at the respective r-esonance frequencies of the piesotra oriners PT, and PT,
i

sonance mode the sigtral form DAP, w

of the one-way rectifier for positive
the input sigrial is multiply amplified
coefficient of transmission of the rev
,: Thus far, this'process does not di
generators. Under descending slopes
the output circuits does occur. This
to the input one results in a reverse,di
amplif
polarity oi its
at the
by a.value cl
DAP'.
at its driving
starits
the odtor-rt of
rity R2 is introduced, Thud, active rec

s,irn
sist
ry.
DA
64'

n is irot possi
ementary recti
ws the signal
erator output:

of bipolar output

e
s
a'

-allows

to inerease the capacity of the

exp.and the scope of,scientific research,, as b;y, one. and the
device particles cif differe't mass, sign of chaig'e. anel energy

Fig.

3

deveeach

the
e outputs are obtainecl,

mode

zis each of them
ed fast performance of ttre descending

- slopes.

This generator may find applications, for example, in electrostatic deflectors for particle analysis of pbsitive charges a. well as of negative. Manv
applications in other physical instrumentation are possible too.-
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Increase

of the efficiency of

self-

oscillating push-pull power converter
Angel G. Genchev
Space Qesearch Instltute, Bulgarian Ac|.dlmy o!.Sciences, Sofia

Space applications of small-current supply often require improvement of the
routine electric circuitry in order to ensure higher feliability. This paper examines the improvement of the energy paragneters of the classical converter cell.
The theory and practice of small-current sources broadly irnply seli-oscillating converters :wlth saturated convelting ,tr.ansfofruers [1]. They are used
as driving. generators orr power t.ransforniers'of low energJi; The block diagram
is shown in Fig. 1.
The operating frequency is determined with the following ,expression:
:

... 1..
Fig.'1. Standard push-pull sell-osclllallng

convef ter

, 167

or

(E

dB

(t)

dt:

-

Ucrset).10n
W1. Ac

where

I
T

f
r

f:-:--:"

(E-LcesAt) .lo4
4

.Fig. 2. Histetelic curve

B^u*, Wr. r{E

for soft magnetic
; at high rreque

(solrd line)

l:X,rt{:tt'iitites

This converter is specified with p<lor efficiency, I
load and great losses
in the ferornagnetic core. Magnetically soft ferites wit non-rectangular histeretic curve are used as feromagnetic _cores in conte porafy converters, l. e.

they represent high-trequency magnetic materials (Fig.
- :- As it can be seen in Fig.
1, the base currents
are defined with the expression:

Ia,:

IB,

-

The magnetized

c

fr

(3)

ut

nt of the secondary

ff * *

load- current of _t'he respective output.
In order to provide reliable reswitching of ,the t
condition has to be fulfilled:
where

and T,

current is given by the expr
Wn r.r
Wl
...
Ir,
+,f-r,

[c:

(2)

T,

uw"

.Ra-^ua'
while the collector current /s is yielded as a total

wiring.

transistors

/r, is the

r
\t lt*
,
Ic.Ifl
.a ;"x -*:l

crll,

sist ors,

the following

w-he1e 4,.,it is the minimum magneti'zed curfent of intensi ty )7 at the point
of change in the histeretic curve -slope. Since 1,.,1i is high ior such tyie of
converters and a strain of H > B0 A/rn has to be achieved for the most frequently used types [2], then the maximum collqctor current at weak loading

Fig. 3. Collector current shape for saturated
transformer converter

of the converter is dertermined exclusively by, thc..qecond term of equation.(2).
Thd shape of the collector current is shown-in Fig. 3,
The maximum value of the collector current is defined with the base
current and the amplification index h2, lor bipolar transistors, and by the
gate-source_ voltage and the prelimihary" characteristics for the power .FET
transistor. In addition, in Order to obtain great power, the switching-olf position is selected rightwards from the histeretic curve (point B andlpolni C;,
ilfield
_lig. 2 which results in a greater increase of losses'in the rnagnetic cor6;
kevs, etc.
The losses in the ferrite ,core are given with
(4)
P" = Pnkt * p.". -f p.upo,, I

where Pnr,t : f ' or!' dB twikg] are the histeretic losses; y is the density of
the material; Pr".:0 are the losses of the eddy currents. This cornponent
for frequencies up to the critical one is negligibly small in ferrites.
i;uppr..are_the supplementary losses effecfivE orily for rveak fields H < l0 Alrn.
. UsL',qlly tle "angle of losses" parameter is used for the quantitative determination of the losses
(5)
which

(6)

tg6: J: :6hi.t, ft+6."..y'*6suppr,

in agreement with (3) is:

tg6:

where /z-histeretic coefficient
stant

\a,V".B-u"fh,

of the material i rln-

material histeresis con-

The total loss of'power in the core may be expressed with
(7)
P" : 12. l'.* . Rs : 12 .l*^". orl . tg 5.
We substitute tg 6 int,r (i) with its value fiom (6) and obtain
p,- - Iz 't^u*'-I-'Itn' B^^-r [Wlkgl.
(8)
,12. ttz
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't
I

histeresis .constant
tant is used tt
' The coregeornetric
lated

;to its

I

jnt rod u'r its parameters as fe-

size

(s)

rr

:

F".ltr

{

tlo.

Ue
Ue .

ve
VO

I

From expressiorrs (6) + (9) we obtain for the core losg power

(10)

P":

P
.

In summary we can make the foll
is specified wi
- The converter
the usefully
trartsmitted power bec
losses i

--- The selection. of- a . ooerational
histeretic. curve alloWs to transmit hi
increases the losses of the transformer
The field keys are used in a
and -are subject to overload at the poi
The efficiency/output power c
rized significantiy with proportional
dence on the output power of the
efficiency,of such converters'is suggepted in.[5]. Thei{ general block diagram
is -given in Fig. 4.
p'i'"pi,?ii"ir.l,controt is made in agreement wi{n the 'expression

- iil
(11) ,
where

Io: k.le* k1,
: -!!!'-Le-)
and K,
-' : Jh1lc mi6
W1 ;
alnl
I

&: ---tDiLe min

/lg1a

To

if

w,
*,

I.

lt', f

.'

c1

frourl

w€

Q2

I-.'2

W;
w8

Pig, 4. Generalizecl block
self-oscillatln g' converter

':l'

The proportional fbeding of the ;bhs€ is provi{ed with ft coefficient,
while r(1 determines the mir-rimum strain of field H, iniorder to safeguard the
regenerative,operational cycle.
I
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When using advanced MOS transistors, the circuitry is transformed .by
replacing curreit transformers with current-to-voltage converters. Expression
(l 1) takes the form of

(12)

8c,

a

-_|.-

i____,_.L_

0,1 0,2

Fig.5.

0,3

I

:

nr

Tolg^

+

Eos ,nn,

oPorii(inirl c(\ntr()l

___L___j_t

0.4 0,J

I
.0;6 , 0,7 ..0,

I

__L_._

0,9

t,()

|

l.l

___l_-__>
F.,,,,

Eiperimenl.ally obtained curve, reflec'ting the efficiency
in dependence on the normalized output power

p.,,,^

oi

both

converter types

where g,

transistor transadmittance, Eo,

prevoltage applie{

gate

-the
in ordei"io- ensure the required drain current, -corresponding to field H.ro.
nsation of the gate voltage 865 too,
icient (usually 20=25 mViC").
we have to ensure signal integration
ror,

.to-

sition, so as to avoid introcruction
"i'"""t.;;o1Hff,1Jt::H[i:"'lito'f".oH:
current amplification via the tran'
tions (ll) and (I2) and an avalanche-like
sistor.

The advairtage of the mbthod described was ex;ierimentallll verifie{ with
the use'of a sma*ll l5 W inverier. For power transistors, the. bipolar 2N5038
and MOS FET VN64CA types were-used..ln order to prcvide' a correct
set-uo and to take foui relia-bie measurements, one and the same converting
transiormer was'used: the ferrite core type 30X 19,T26,A16200, V" 6l00mmg
The results fron these measuremdnts are shown .in Fig. ti for a bipolar

oot%nttif"ttto:k

of theoretical and

experimental evidence,
following more important conclusions:

we can

make the

1. The tnethod suggested for the loss
rated transformer allows to improve by sim
cient at an average 200/o, when operating with
2. At low output power, a converter imp
siStors has an etficiency 2 + 4o/o higher thap

'71

{ar transistors. This is due to the .dr
control of the bipolar, transistors.
. 3. Vice versa, at high power th
sistors modification is lower,-due to t
ration in these instruments at high dr
4. The suggested method ca*n be
gurations for. different output power.
"An improved converting device o
current supply source of the RM-l ra
operational indices were proved bv it
month aboard the METEOR-PRIRObA
within the BULGARIA-I3OO II prograrn
,
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controllable device: for the two-dimensi()nal
scanher in the three-channel spoptrometer
for the VEGA mrsslon
!!ll

Stoyan

L Sargoicheu
I

Centre

of Applied Phgsics, P'loadia

Scanning optical systerns are often u
struments fol the study of 4atural op
segren's type with two-dimeinsional sci
cribec[ in []. The erngular scanning
for this system with the aid of lan
the. mirror [2]:
scannilrg, the
lnls cOrfeSDOnOS,],hen
tO a SWeCD: colltatn

per

.' . '. ..,
The controllins devicri of the

hotometric in-

of Kasinirror is desnif is achieved
;ystem

sta-lled behind

line.

microprocessor: syst-em

sc

of the instrum

the following problems: l) perforniance
sive sweep mode
A; 2) sca
- mode
scanning oi the middle
line -- mode
rence position by a given co-[nru
odes
and signal qhaping of complete
the
sensor s1,st-ery signals for four'. r
g ol
line, end ol line, beginning of'middl.e li
The funcjional block scherie of 'th
the
purpose is sllowr in Fig. l. The followii
step
mo!o1, STI-ST3 --+.sensor signals for positioning; STML sensor signal foi
midd!9 sweep line; DXIl, D/\,lt
triggei block;
- rnoduiating disc-s,.ST - Smittr
of the step driveri;
{!] -,MQ-- monovibrators; FFI - fast/slow rotation trigger
FF2
f-orervard/backwardltrigger, PG
pulse. generaldr of the fixed initial
- SD,
-' switch; Dl retardting
phqse_,
servocontrol; ES
electric
"l", D2 retarding "2".
The circuitry is incorporated as a pe
the microprogessor syglem of the optical spectrom:ter.
com step,' Lnd
"1node A/B" signals are received, and resp
the foilr reference signals of positioning with respect to the sweep are transmitted. When
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defining the B mode, the controlling device positions automaticzrlly the scanner
at the beginning of the middle sweep line by fast rotation of the,step motor.
In A mode, the f ast-drive rotation is achieved automatically during the reverse
sweep course, The fast-drive r.otation pulses are generated by the PG blocl<.

Fig.

2

With thd aicl of the-non-contactl<e
and hence the total current via the dri
tion, thus reducing the average porver
the scanner position with regard to the
signal decoding. The DMI modulator
light-diode phototransistor with diaph'
connected with- three optocouples
ragms, The DM2 disc contains an -aperture for angular refere,nce. When the
iniormation from the outer and rniddle DMI tracks is decoded,wqobtain the output
signals "beginningof line" and"endof line", as well as the inner signals for the .
direct and teverse sweep course via the ST1 and ST2 sensors.'Ihe signals are'
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transmitted to ther\ll, FFI arid FF2 blocl<s, The-"reacly" signal is obtained from
the inner trach through appropriate electron processing id blocks M6, M7, FF3 and
M8. In addition, the cornbination u'ith STML signal provi(1es the ,,centre of imaget'
signal. The "beginning of middle line" signal is obtlined by the combination of "beginning of line" and STML s
The operational algorithrn of the
The beginning of the sweep middle lin
tion. The controlling block achieves th
mand for B mocle.
The electrical circuitry of the contlolling clevice lis shown in Figs 3 and
4. Figure 3 represents the logical part, switching trig$ers FFl, FF2, FF3, the
D reference signal decoder, and the P
in the.startistop mode with de
mented by the half of the
timer circuit is used as a monov
raior pulse frequency cycle is 35 rns,
the controlling device implemented
and Dl-D8 diodes performing key op
motor ohases is made bv the reverse cou
and 54'51 circuits. When the supply is
up into a specified initial position by
and other compouents). The monovibr
are implementecl on a 54LSl23 circuit
signal with the aid of the sensor syste
the '!ready" output signal is obtained.
The controlling device is imple
75 mm in size, operating in space va
tion of the electronic block without th
incorporated into the three-channel s
the VEGA interplanetary station. It
l5 months and during comet encounters.
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